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Abstract
The Computed Tomography scan is a radiological technique that permits an
evaluation of the patient internal structures. In the last ten years, this technique has had
a high growth due to clinical cases of medical emergencies, cancer and pediatric
trauma. Widespread of this technique has a significant increase in the patient dose.
The risk associated with the radiological examination can be considered very low
compared to the natural risk. However, any additional risk, no matter how small, is
unacceptable if it does not benefit the patient. To be aware of the dose distribution is
important when the objective is to vary the acquisition parameters aiming a dose
reduction. The aim of this study is develop a pediatric chest phantom to evaluate the
dose variation in CT scans. In this work, a cylindrical adult chest phantom made in
polymethyl methacrylate was used and a second chest phantom was developed, based
on dimensions of in eight year old patient in oblong shape. The two simulators have 5
openings, one is central and four are peripheral lagged by 90º, which allow positioning
a pencil chamber aiming an observation of the dose in 5 regions. In a GE CT scanner,
Discovery model and 64 channels, the central slice of both simulators were irradiated
successively to obtain dose measurements using a pencil chamber. The irradiation of
the central slice was conducted using the service protocol. The registered dose values
showed that the pediatric phantom had higher doses especially in the anterior,
posterior and central regions. The results also enabled a comparison among the index
dose values obtained from the measurements with the pencil chamber.
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1.- INTRODUCTION
Computed Tomography (CT) tests are increasingly required in diagnostic process image.
Currently, most equipment used for CT scans has multi-detector arc, also known as multislice CT scanner. There is a steady increase in demand for CT scans in pediatric patients,
mainly as a result of high rates of traumatic injuries caused by car accidents, bicycle falls,
blunt trauma, head trauma, as well as a significant increase in the incidence of childhood
cancers where these images are normally used in the diagnostic process.
The actual protocols used in radiological services routine are based on adult patients and
predetermined by manufacturers, without considering the differences in volume and mass
of the anatomical structure studied in pediatric patients [Booni 2007; Dance et al. 2014].
Despite allowing the use of four different supply voltage levels in the X-ray tube, the vast
majority of CT scans is performed with the voltage value of 120 kV. Since the image
produced by the CT scanner shows an axial section, for the diagnosis of any organ it is
necessary the acquisition of a sequence of cross-sectional images that allow the
observation of the whole structure of this organ. Thus, the produced images representing
axial sections, beginning on organ base to its apex, as if the organ were sliced continuously
[Burgener 2001].

CT scanners installed in diagnostic services have great technological variations, such as
data acquisition times or protocols used to obtain images, which depend on the available
technology. Therefore, images produced with the same diagnostic objective can generate
different absorbed doses in patient. This may be due to technological difference of CT
scanners or acquisition protocols used. Radiation doses deposited in patients are directly
associated to deleterious effects prompted by ionizing radiation, such as the occurrence of
cataract and tumors [ICRP 2002].
No matter whether it is in diagnostic radiology or radiotherapy processes, it is very
important to know the dose deposited in human tissues. The dose deposited in a pediatric
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patient is directly related to the energy stored during the ionizing radiation exposition. This
parameter is used to reference the possible future effects caused in the exposed population,
such as the occurrence of cancers. CT scan is the diagnostic method which more deposits
dose in patients [Li et al. 2007].
Phantoms are used in irradiation processes to measure the energy deposition in organs and
to observe how the dose distribution happens in an irradiated volume, in a similar way to
the human body. In this work, an adult chest standard phantom was used, and a second
phantom was developed with the proportions of an 8-year-old pediatric chest taking into
account the axillary region. The pediatric chest phantom was built with measures of the
thoracic perimeter percentile to the age of 8.
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2.- MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were made to compare the absorbed doses of the pediatric chest phantom with
the adult standard chest phantom, and they were performed in a GE CT scanner, Discovery
model with 64 channels. A pencil ionization chamber was used together with an
electrometer to realize measurements of Computed Tomography Dose Index [AAPM
2010].

2.1.- Phantoms
The adult chest phantom is a cylinder with 32 cm in diameter and the chest pediatric
phantom was developed in an oblong shape with a cut area of 14 cm x 29 cm, representing
measures of an 8-year-old pediatric patient in the axillary region. Both phantoms have 15
cm in length and are made in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA).
The oblong pediatric chest phantom was built in the percentile measures of the thoracic
perimeter to the age of 8, in the axillary region. Both chest phantoms have five openings
with 1.27 cm in diameter; one is central and four peripherals lagged by 90o. The center of
peripheral openings is 1 cm from the phantom edge. Figure 1 presents the shape of the
developed pediatric chest phantom and its dimensions.

Figure 1.- Pediatric chest phantom.
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The phantoms’ openings are filled with PMMA rods and they should be removed one by
one to place the pencil chamber aiming the dose measurements in the five positions. The
objects were placed in the gantry isocenter and the peripheral openings were used to aid
the placement. The central opening was identified with C and the peripherals were
identified how 3, 6, 9, and 12 according to the hours of an analog clock. Fig. 2 shows the
pediatric chest simulator placed in the gantry isocenter.

Figure 2.- Pediatric chest phantom placed in the gantry isocenter.

2.2.- Measurements
Absorbed dose measurements were carried out using a pencil chamber with the chest scan
protocol used in radiology service routine. They were registered with the gantry in 0o tilt
and with the simulators placed in the gantry isocenter. The pencil chamber was placed
alternately in the adult chest phantom openings and subsequently in the pediatric ones.
Measures were done in the Computerized Tomography Dose Index (CTDI100) [EC 2004].
Successive irradiations of the central slice were executed in axial mode with the pencil
chamber placed in the phantoms’ openings. Five measurements were carried out to each
positioning of the chamber. Central slice irradiations were executed in both phantoms, in
axial mode, with a voltage of 120 kV and a charge of 100 mA.s in the X-ray tube, rotation
time of 0,5 s. The thickness beam had 10 mm.
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3.- RESULTS
All obtained results in the measurements were multiplied by the conversion factor AirPMMA. CTDI100 average values with standard deviations (SD) obtained with the central
slice irradiation are shown on Tables 1 to adult and pediatric chest phantoms.

Table 1.- CTDI100 values to Adult and pediatric phantoms.
Adult
Position CTDI
100
SD
(mGy)

Pediatric
CTDI100
(mGy)

SD

3

11,90

0,33

13,92

0,04

6

10,50

0,03

17,26

0,20

9

11,93

0,04

14,01

0,04

12

12,52

0,34

19,12

0,10

Central

5,73

0,02

14,34

0,06

The graphic shown in the Fig. 3 allows a comparison between the dose index (CTDI100)
obtained by the measurements with the pencil chamber in the five points of interest of the
adult and pediatric phantoms.

Figure 3.- Dose Index values (CTDI100) in adult and pediatric phantoms.
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Based on CTDI100 values measured in the central and peripheral openings of the phantoms,
it was possible to calculate the weighted dose index (CTDIw), given by equation 1, where
CTDI100,C is the average value measured in the central opening and CTDI100,P is the mean
of the average values in the peripheral openings.

(1)

CTDIw values indicate the average dose of a single tomographic slice irradiation [ICRP
2000]. While CTDIW generates a dose value from central and peripheral doses in the same
plan, perpendicular to a patient longitudinal axis, CTDIvol considers the longitudinal axis
scan (Z-axis) from the acquisition and it is defined by equation 2 [APPM 2010]. The pitch
value to the chest scan protocol used in the acquisition in helical mode is 0,984. CTDIw and
CTDIvol values obtained to the adult and pediatric chest phantoms are shown on Table 3.

(2)

Table 2.- CTDIw and CTDIvol values.
Object

CTDIw CTDIvol
(mGy) (mGy)

Adult

9,72

9,88

Pediatric

15,50

15,75
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4.- DISCUSSION
Observing the dose index values CTDI100 of the adult chest simulator there is a need to
remark the proximity of the peripheral registered doses, having the lowest dose occurring in
point 6 and the highest one in the point 12. This characteristic happens due to the beam’s
contribution in the dose deposition during the infero-superior incidence, when the beam is
filtered by the table in which the object is placed. Since the filtered beam is more
attenuated, its contribution is smaller and this effect is more observed in point 6 where the
incidence contribution is bigger while the reverse situation occurs in point 12.
The central region dose is practically half value of the peripheral dose, showing that the
beam which reaches the central region is always filtered by the same PMMA thickness
regardless of the beam incidence angle. X-ray beam absorption by PMMA promotes a
considerably attenuation due to the cylindrical adult chest simulator thickness.
Recorded doses in all points of the pediatric phantom were higher than the ones recorded in
the adult one. Peripheral doses in the smallest object axis, points 6 to 12, are higher than the
ones of the major axis, 3 to 9. Differently from the adult object, the recorded dose in central
region presents a value which is close to the peripheral doses of the major axis.
Comparing the weighted dose index (CTDIw) to both phantoms, the dose received by the
pediatric patient is around 59.47% higher than the one received by the adult. However,
comparing the measured dose in the central position of the pediatric phantom, it is about
150.26% higher than the adult in the same position.
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5.- CONCLUSIONS
The measured doses enabled an observation of how dose distribution varies with the
thickness variation and shape of the phantom. The pediatric phantom showed that patients
with lower volumes receive higher doses than those ones received by the adult patients,
when the same scanning protocol is used.
Doses in the central position of the chest and mediastinum region were proportionally
higher in the oblong object that has a similar shape to the format of the chest in axillary
region [Kleinman 2010]. This characteristic remarks that doses in patients in this region are
frequently superior to the ones estimated with the cylindrical simulator, since the human
chest has an anteroposterior axis which is smaller than the lateral one.
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